
Linguistics 251, Homework 1

Due: 30 September 2010

23 September 2010

1. Show that if A and B are conditionally independent given C and P (A|C) > 0, then
P (B|A∩C) = P (B|C). Hint: you’ll need to make use of the definition of conditional
independence in two different ways.

2. Give an example in words where two events A and B are conditionally independent
given some state of knowledge C, but when another piece of knowledge D is learned,
A and B lose conditional independence.

3. Install R on your computer (from http://cran.r-project.org/). Once you have
done, this, initiate R and install the languageR package together with the packages
that it depends on by executing the command

> install.packages("languageR", dependencies = T)

When you do this, you’ll be asked to choose a repository from which to get the package.
Most of the repositories should be fine – the ones in California are fast and reliable.
[You don’t need to turn in any proof of having done this exercise.]

4. Using the plot() command in R, construct a scatterplot of mean word familiarity
rating against word frequency in the ratings dataset from the languageR package
(see Baayen’s textbook, section 2.2). Turn in the code used to generate this plot,
and the resulting plot. What general relationship do you see between frequency and
familiarity rating in this dataset?

Hint: to generate a JPEG, PNG, Postscript, or PDF file version of a plot from R, use
the jpeg(), png(), postscript(), or pdf() commands respectively to open the file,
and the dev.off() command to close it after executing the plotting commands. For
example, the following commands will generate a beautiful PDF histogram of a sample
from a normal distribution:

> pdf("example.pdf",height=5,width=5)

> x <- rnorm(500) # generate data for histogram
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> hist(x)

> dev.off()

If you want to generate encapsulated Postscript, call setEPS() before calling postscript().
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